gives the quality of fit to BCI data for two values of η and varying speciation rates ν. The is a clear optimum speciation rate for η = −4.0 and this is shown in Figure 4 within the main manuscript. When η = −3.6, however, the optimum speciation rate will clearly be significantly smaller than 10 −8 . We showed in Figure 3 of the main manuscript that for each SAC produced using a normally distributed dispersal kernel, the portion up to the point of inflection can be reproduced almost exactly using a fat tailed dispersal kernel and a smaller value of ν. Figure E2 gives a plot of speciation rate ν (for a fat-tailed dispersal kernel) against the corresponding ν for a Normal dispersal kernel that produces the same SAC (up to the point of inflection). If η = −3.6, a speciation rate of 10 −6 produces essentially the same SAC as a speciation rate of between 0.1 and 0.01 for a normally distributed dispersal kernel. This illustrates the magnitude of the effect long distance dispersal can have on speciation rate. 
